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Abstract– Underwater work has always been crucial to various discoveries and inspection. One of the most crucial aspects 
of underwater work is the safety and the vision of the diver and device. When it comes to underwater wet welding, it requires 
a higher degree of safety for the diver and also the device for underwater vision thus enabling divers to perform work under 
harsh conditions. The current technology used for underwater welding are divided into two categories which are using full 
remotely operated vehicle ROV (Remotely Operated Vehicle) or conventional human worker. Underwater welding using 
ROV is expensive but need no direct human contact. However compared to divers who perform underwater welding the cost 
is much cheaper but diver life is at risk. To encounter the problem faced by underwater wet welding divers, a new deep sea 
scope was design to be able to work in the harsh conditions under the sea. The designed sea scope must be able to withstand 
the deep sea pressure, produce adequate light and able to prevent leakage under deep sea conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Deep sea exploration has lead into many types of 
underwater activity being performed nowadays. 
Many underwater activities involve the usage of 
underwater equipment’s for safety purposes of the 
user or diver as for example an underwater welder, 
who welds leaks on pipes or welds ship. When 
performing underwater welding the pressure under 
water will increase as it goes deeper while a 
recreational underwater activities is only up to depth 
of forty meter. In underwater welding the device 
material and the lens material plays a huge role on 
how transparent and the strength of the material to 
withstand pressure underwater. In such conditions, 
the welder safety is in danger because the welder is 
not able to observe whether the weld is being done 
properly. Furthermore it will make the welder unable 
to make a wet weld or multipass wet weld in such 
conditions where human visibility is not more than 2 
inches during daylight or with extra supported lights. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In certain areas, the underwater condition is so foggy 
and murky that the underwater welder or diver could 
not be able to see more than two to six inches with 
the lens which may contribute from the turbid 
conditions of the water [1]. The current devices 
which are commonly used by underwater divers are 
normally very simple device which are only have a 
dive depth of 5 meter. The device does not use 
material which can withstand heat or high pressure 
and normally used for underwater exploration. 
Underwater welders in the other hands are only using 
the current dive helmets with an additional auto 
darkening lens filter to improve vision underwater. 
The viewing lenses of the helmet are normally made 

out of strong glass type material to give sufficient 
vision and maximum safety against deep sea pressure. 
Wet welding or underwater welding is performed in 
depth of less than 120 meters and recreational 
underwater activities could exceed than 40 meters 
depth underwater. There are many factors that play 
huge role in aiding the vision and safety of the wet 
welder which are type of lens filter, the type of dive 
light, material for the lens and power supply. 
 
A. Lens Filter 
Lens filter is a very important component for a diver 
who performs underwater welding to ensure eye is 
protected from the UV light or spark produced from 
the welding. The lens filter is best suited when it can 
be fitted onto the viewing scope depending on the 
kind of job being performed. In the current market the 
lens filter that been used is the one that can be 
attachable and adjustable its auto darkening [2]. 
 
B. Dive Light 
Dive light plays a huge role in providing adequate 
amount of light to brighten up necessary spot for 
welding to take place. The amount of light provided 
at that certain spot in return is an additional vision aid 
to the welder. The amount of light supplied by the 
dive light depends on the amount of power and lumen 
which is a power to lumen (luminous flux) ratio. It 
also depends on the type of light source for instance 
L.E.D sources, incandescent light sources and many 
more. The lux in the other hand depends on how the 
light ray is focused on whether a wide area or a 
narrow area. The lux will have a higher and sharper 
focus of light of it is focus on a narrower area [3]. 
 
C. Underwater Vision 
Linear polarizing factor plays a huge part in the 
underwater vision for human by limiting ambient 
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light and dimming artificial light sources towards the 
human eye. For this very reason wearing underwater 
mask or eye wear will make objects that human view 
do not appear as the same size and sharpness as they 
are out in air. The amount of light ray and the 
difference between the refractive index of the 
material is used as the objective and viewing part of 
the scope. Medium such as water plays a huge role in 
how objects appear in the underwater. Anti-reflective 
coatings can be applied not only to provide increased 
transmissibility but also reduced surface reflection, 
ghost images and decreased glare [4]. 
 
D. Colour Vision 
Water attenuates light due to absorption which varies 
with frequency. As light passes through a greater 
depth of water, different colour is selectively 
absorbed by the water. Colour absorption is also 
affected by foggy, murky and turbid environment as 
well. Water will absorb colours depending on the 
depth of the ocean [5]. The colour absorption starts 
from red followed by yellow, green, violet light and 
lastly blue. Colour of light intensity varies when 
being compared it underwater and on land, this is due 
to light being absorbed by the increases of ocean’s 
depth. The wavelength of light is increasing from red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue and violet. Absorption 
rate increases with the increasing of wavelength and 
ocean depth. 
 

Table 1: Light Absorption of Pure Water 

 
 

 
Figure1: Light Penetrations and Depth 

 
Figure 2: Distances and Wavelength of Light 

 
E. Water and Air Medium 
Water and air has different refractive index. Air has 
refractive index of 1.00 and water has refractive 
index of 1.33 [5]. The parameter of a lens will be 
affected and needs to suit with the usage either in 
water or air. If the refractive index of material used 
for lens is higher than the refractive index of water, 
the focal length of lens in water will be lengthier than 
the focal length on air. Objects will appear 25% 
closer and 33% bigger compared to object in air. 
 
III. PROPOSED OF A NEW DESIGN 
 
Patent and market research was conducted on the 
many types of underwater viewing device design and 
its application. The design structure is divided into 
few important components which dictates the unique 
feature it has. It is divided into 4 main features of 
parts which are the main body of the scope, the auto 
darkening lens filter, the dive light and the battery 
pack. Figure 4 shows the deep sea scope and its 
relative components. 
 

 
Figure 2: Final Design 

 

 
Figure 3: Exploded View with Diver Helmet 
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Figure 4: Components involved in Final Design 

 
This design is proposed to improve back scattering, 
eliminate burden of carrying additional device and 
provide adequate vision for welding while 
withstanding deep sea pressure. The main body 
consists of two main parts which are the front part of 
the scope and the back part of the scope which the 
parts are made out of polycarbonate. Three holes 
were designed on the front scope where the auto 
darkening lens filter adjustor is to be placed. The auto 
darkening lens filter will have O ring seals fixed unto 
the adjustor to prevent leakages. The main body 
scope is made detachable and attachable through 
screw to remove auto darkening lens filter. The straps 
will be fixed unto the attachment provided on the 
casing and the front scope and then fixed unto the 
diver’s helmet at the back. The straps are made out of 
nylon 6/ 10which will give it a more fabric type 
material. 
The auto darkening lens filter consists of few 
components which are the front part of filter holder, 
back part of the filter holder, the 6 different types of 
filter and the adjustor buttons. The lens filter holder is 
made out of aluminium alloy 6061 T6. The filter in 
the other hand consists of UV/IR interference filter, 
polarisation filters and LC-cells. There are total of 3 
polarisation filter and 2 LC-cells. The arrangement of 
the filters has to be the UV/IR interference filter first 
then followed by vertical polarisation filter, LC-cell, 
horizontal polarisation filter, LC- cells and horizontal 
polarisation filter. The adjustor buttons on the filter 
assembly is to adjust the delay time, the light 
intensity and shade. 
The dive light consists of few small components 
which are the front part of the dive light, the 
polycarbonate lens, inner dive light body, circuit 
which holds the bulb, the L.E.D bulb, 2 O-ring seals 
and the back part of the dive light. The dive light 
outer body is made out of aluminium alloy T6 with 
the inner body, front cover and back of the dive light 
cover. The light bulb is L.E.D meanwhile the O ring 
seals are made out of nitrile rubber (NBR). The L.E.D 
bulb has a power of 12 watts each which means 2 
L.E.D will have a total of 24 watt of power. 

The battery pack is designed to fit 8 AA lithium ion 
1.5v batteries. Battery pack consist of the main body 
of the battery pack, the front and back covers, copper 
plates and connectors. The battery pack main body, 
front and back are all made of polybutylene 
terephthalate (PBT) which is an electrical insulator. 
The copper plates act as conductors for the lithium 
ion batteries. The connector is to be fixed to the back 
cover of the battery pack which will then link to the 
dive light through wires. Figure 5 shows the 
flowchart of applying the new proposed design deep 
sea scope. 

 

 
Figure 5: Flowchart of Using a New Proposed Design Deep Sea 

Scope 
IV. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN SIMULATION 
 
After designing and building the 3D model of the 
underwater deep sea scope, simulation analysis is 
executed on the model whereby the total pressure 
affecting the device under the sea accordance to the 
depth were applied on the components which are 
exposed to the total pressure. Figure 6 shows the 
overview how the device being pressed when 
underwater pressured is applied on it. 

 

 
Figure 6: Pressure Applied on the Device 

 
A. Stress, Strain and Displacement Analysis 
Figure 7,8 and 9 below labelled each (a), (b) and (c) 
shows that each component has been tested three 
times with three different depth which (a) is tested at 
depth of 39.928m, (b) at 80m and (c) at 120m 
respectively. 
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Figure 7: Stress Analysis at 3 Different Depths 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Strain Analysis at 3 Different Depths. 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 9: Displacement Analysis at 3 Different Depths 
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From the result, the stress analysis shows that 
different components have different stress results. 
This is due to the difference in elastic modulus of the 
material. The component which experiences the 
highest Maximum Von Misses stress is the top casing 
at all three different depths. This is because the 
aluminium alloy 6061 T6 which is used to make the 
component is able to withstand a much higher stress 
compared to components made from polycarbonate. 
aluminium alloy T6 has an elastic modulus of 69 GPa 
meanwhile polycarbonate only has 2.4 GPa. 
Meanwhile from the strain analysis, it shows the 
component which is the front scope made from 
polycarbonate has a higher strain compared to 
components made of aluminium alloy 6061 T6. The 
displacement analysis shows that component which is 
the back casing made of aluminium alloy 6061 T6 
always experiences less displacement compared to 
the components made of polycarbonate. The highest 
displacement value for component made from 
aluminium alloy 6061 T6 is 0.1264 mm while the 
highest displacement for components made from 
polycarbonate is 1.773 mm. This is due to the 
difference of elastic modulus of the material used. 
The materials capability to resist deflection or 
bending since Aluminium alloy 6061 T6 has an 
elastic modulus of 69 GPa compared to 
polycarbonate which only has 2.4 GPa. 
 
B. Non – Linear Rubber Analysis on O –Ring Seal 
Non – linear rubber analysis needs to be performed to 
confirm the compression and the functionality of the 
O - ring rubber seal. This is very important as the 
pressure is being applied from one component to 
deflect while acting against the O - ring seal and 
causing it to compress or expand into a groove which 
it sits in. Figure 10 shows the dive light and how the 
pressure is acting against the dive light. 
 

 
Figure 10: Pressure on the Dive Light 

Figure 11 shows the result of the compression of the 
O-ring seal to its respective groove. 
 

 
Figure 11: Compressions O-ring Seal into Groove 

The O – ring seal will have a certain deflection from 
the components covering it which will than push it to 
the groove depending on the deflection of the 
components acting on it. The deflection that occurs 
near the inner of the front cover of the dive light has 
values ranging from 0.0001616 mm to 0.0001763 at 
sea water pressure at depths of 80 m. 
 
C. Fatigue Analysis 
Fatigue analysis is performed to simulate the life 
cycle of the components on the device where it can 
determine the damage and number of cycles of failure 
of the device. The components which have the lowest 
factor of safety were tested as these components will 
be the first components to be damaged and reach 
failure when being exposed to the sea water pressure. 
S-N curve of polycarbonate with a crack growth 
prediction of a = 0.012 mm was used. The simulation 
was tested at depths of 80 m and the life cycle for 
polycarbonate material will normally need to be set at 
cycles. Figure 12 shows the life cycle of the front 
scope with colour like yellow, orange and red 
indicating low life cycle and blue indicating highest 
life cycle. Figure 13 shows the damage percentage of 
the front scope. 

 

 
Figure 12: Life Cycle Front Scope 

 

 
Figure 13: Damage Percentage Front Scope 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The new proposed design has to withstand the chosen 
pressure which is 39.928m which where it is 
recreational diving depth and withstand till the 
maximum depth of 120 m where it is a depth of wet 
welding. Simulation using stress analysis software 
was used to test the design at 3 different depths with 
3 different pressures and it shows that pressure 
increases with depth. The results show that the 
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material with lower elastic modulus tends to have a 
higher von misses stress. The life cycle shows the 
results of 122583.66 thus proving that it is safe to use 
till the depth of 80 m. The O –ring seal in the device 
is proven to provide extra safety of the device by 
preventing leakages. The proposed design is also able 
to provide adequate light coverage in order to 
improve vision in underwater. 
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